with the equality sign being necessary only if u = 1.
The method of proof is the protective one due to Davenport [3] . We begin with three lemmas. LEMMA 1. If x, y, z, t 
< (n + x)(n + y)\n + z\<l is not solvable in integers n, then
(2) φ = (x -y) 2 + (y -zf + (z -xf > Ut .
We note that this is a generalization of a lemma due to 238 A. C. WOODS Davenport [3] .
Proof. We may assume that none of x 9 y, z is an integer, for otherwise inequality (1) is solvable for an integer n. We distinguish cases according to the comparative sizes of [x] 9 [y], [z] . Case 1. Two of [x] , [y] , [z] are equal.
As x 9 y, z may be replaced by x + n 9 y + n, z + n respectively, for any integer n, without altering either the hypothesis or the conclusion of the lemma, we may assume that two of [x] 9 [y\, [z] are zero. Inequality (1) implies that (3) \(n + x)(n + y)(n + z)\ < 1 has no solution in integers n. (3) is solvable for one of the values n = 0, -1. Hence, we must have \z(z -1)| ^ 16, whence z(z -1) ^ 16, so that either z < -3.5 or z > 4.5. As 0 < x 9 y < 1, it follows that \x -z\ > 3.5 and \y -x\ > 3.5 and therefore also φ > 24.5. Thus, if ψ ^ 14ί, then t > 1.75 and t 2 > 1.9, contrary to hypothesis. Hence φ > ltt.
As (3) is symmetric in x 9 y, z the other two possibilities follow by the same argument.
Case 2. Two of [x] , [y] 9 [z] differ by 1 and no two are equal. 9 [y] differ by 1. As we may replace x, y, z by % + n, y + n, z + n respectively, for any integer n, without altering either the hypothesis or the conclusion of the lemma, we may assume that [x] + [y] = -1. Again, we may replace x 9 y, z by -x, -y, -z respectively, without alternating the lemma, so we may assume that z > 0. Finally, by the symmetry of x and y in the lemma, we may assume that -l<se<O<i/<l.
Suppose first [x]
If z < 1 then -1 < xyz < 0, contrary to inequality (1) . Therefore z > 1. Putting f(n) = (x + n)(y + n)(z + n) 9 we have /(I) ^ 1, /(0) £ -t 2 and /(-I) ^ 1, so that /(I) = 1 + e lf /(0) = -t Since we are assuming that the previous cases do not arise, it follows that either x > 2 or x < -1.
Suppose first that x > 2. Then /(I) = 1 + e 19 /(0) = -1 -e 2 and /(-1) -t 2 + e z where e lf e 29 e z are nonnegative real numbers. As before, solving these three equations for ζ, η gives 2φ = (2ζ) 2 -6(2)7) = (8 + t 2 + βx + 2e 2 + e z ) 2 + 6(1 + t 2 -e x + e 8 ) (3 + ί 2 ) 2 + 6(1 + t 2 ) >28ί , since the last inequality may be written in the form
Hence φ > 14ί, as required. 
We have /(I) ^ -t\ /(0) ^ -t\ /(-I) ^ 1 and /(-2) ^ 1, i.e., (4) (5) (6) (7) Inequalities (8) whereas (4) (9) Assume (10) so that (8) (11) By (6) and (12) (4) and and (7) 4ζ; Therefore we may assume that (13) 7] > -i-(ί* + 10) .
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Then (12) and (13) imply that
provided that the quadratic in rj 9 ) 2 -87 -7ί , has nonreal roots, i.e., provided that 4ί 2 -28t + 31 > 0. This inequality holds if t < 1/2(7 -3l/ΊΓ), which is true since t 2 < 1.9. Hence we may suppose that (10) is false, i.e.,
(14)
η < hi + 3ί) .
Δ
We may further assume that
for otherwise, by (5), 2η^ζ -9 ^ -ί 2 -9 < -10 , and therefore also
Thus, by (7), ζ 2 -Zv ^ -(9 + 2)7 -f) 2 -3)7 = 0(37) , say. 16
The quadratic g(rj) attains its minimum value at
Hence, by (14), (4)- (7) of Case 3. Therefore the same argument applies here.
Case 5. y < -1, 0< a; < 1, 2<z<3. Here /(I) ^ -ί 2 , /(0) ^ -t\ /(-I) ^ 1, /(-2) ^ 1 which yield the four inequalities (4)- (7) of Case 3. Therefore the same argument applies here. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. LEMMA 2. With g(n) = (x + w)(j/ + n)|» + n\, suppose that -t 2 < g(ri) < 1 has no solution in integers n. If, further, -2<z< -1 < x<0, Ky < 2 ίλera f ^ 2.
Proof. We have ^ (2) which is true since 0 < λ < 1 and t > 1.
Case b.
Hence the lemma holds if
In case 1.9 ^ t 2 ^ 2 and <5 = 4.81, (biii) becomes 2λ 3 -7.81λ 2 + 6.71λ -1.9 < 0 , which is true for 0 < λ < 1.
In case f > 2 and δ = 5, (biii) becomes 2λ 3 -8λ 2 + 7λ -2 < 0 , which also holds for 0 < λ < 1. This takes care of Case b. Case c.
If we replace λ by 1 -λ and η by -η in (ci) and (cii), we obtain (bi) and (bii). Hence, by symmetry, \η\ > δ.
Multiplying (di) by 1 -X and (dii) by λ and adding, we obtain ζ ^ ^--+ ~-+ λ(λ -1) ^ 1 . Assume first that l<X+λ<2< Γ+λ. Condition (16) with λ 1 = λ -2 becomes
ddition of this inequality to (dii) yields The left hand side is monotone decreasing for 0 ^ λ ^ 1/3 and has the value 1/27 at λ = 1/3. As 1/3 > 1 -1/VT, so^^δifλ^l-1/l/ΊΓ. Therefore, the lemma is true if 1 < X 4-λ < 2, and we may assume from now on that X + X > 2. Assume next that 2 < X + X < 3. In case 2 < Y + X < 3, condition (16) with λ 1 taken successively as X -2 and X -3 yields (2 -X)(X + X -2)( Γ + λ -2) ^ 1
